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ABSTRACT
Traditionally research is done via the scientific

method, which is quantitative; however, qualitative research is seen
by some as a better way to study rural education. Advocates-of the
quantitative viewpoint claim that it is the only_way to develop
cumulative knowledge. Advocates of the qualitative method reject the
"scientific" view as not being enough and as needing subjective
understandings. Popp (1975) identifies two types of educational
inquiry, epistemic (concerning understanding -of phenomena and dealing
with questions of what is) and prescriptive (involving questions of
action). Epistemic inquiry is rewarded, recognizes, and encouraged
among the academics, while prescriptive inquiry serves the
practitioners. Progress will come when anitiple approaches are used.
Additional approaches which hold promise for research on rural
education include ithnomethodology, case studies,* anthropological
field method, and policy_ research. Of all the methods mentioned
above, policy research is the most desirable and could have the most
impact* for it chooses from among conflicting means for the public
good. Dealing directly with the issues confronting the decision
makers and supplying timely, appropriate information, geared to
various alternatives, appears to be the best approach for research on
rural education. (AN)
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PH1LOSOPHI . AND mETHOGOLOGICAL COW: EMS

INTRODUCTION

What Irmrloout to say will not be popular with very
many of yo6.- years we all have been "tauc t' that the

'-11==ective', and 'experimental' - teaches were
the 'only wear t= 41y7. Hogwash! We nave beer mold a bill of
goods that 7Tas 114461 1 i tt relevance cc the 're 1' agendas of
those activeay :Jivvolvec in rural educatior and research on
rural educes While this is a bit of an
oversimpli-l=atimn, trying to aett your at .-taon. In

this presence=imm. I have to show mac some of :110 falacious
thinking that was been going on- brie-Fly rev , some of the
philosopl-z-csi 4- is amt- ant...tgonists, amd suggest
some altemiTmt methadolvgies.

Blefor--.?- contmeen me as arother Dove o those
letme paint-cum ttat g oms a product of

a very t-4=r-Komana e-..vtrmmely arttimdox reeme-crr training
program. 7 i_ match mr statisticaZ, oner-a=crest-E research,
design, AWE! CsimpwIter arderamminc skills agamms4 -those of just
about an 'leta-----vrthe-es-- educeicionaL researcemr on the
scene 71seit I err.gett7-n.g a ltt =comfortable
with my 'Ina! Naen,IIS:=44.

PHILOSOPHTE

Aavcr-Nac ever hac the 'pmmasure' of doing some sort of
research Wiet.i±nery being asked :by 'practitioner' to tell them
what it moses,_ ar-- how_ to use -the findings? Or better yet,
have you e.,--.NP-'Ammn asked to .-menclact some researci, project to
meet the nomeWisoW- some organization? Have you -Noticed the
tremendous tow) 4mtween the zoo°, worlds? I womid maintain
that this qapss due, in larger measure, to philosophical
differences.

On cne hand, the logical pcmdtivist researcher
seeks tmcomerrael all possibbe wriables. Many times this
means (if yds follow current 'recommendations) to randomize out
or otherwise.4v.antrod as mud* uuciability as you can humanly
accomplish. ram addition, -«e Dawn very early that only those
things that we cam operatiomalkme (and quantify!) are worthy
of researchiavr- On the other band, the practitioner leans
heavily on imermonbal experience Oeither his/her own or that of
fellow practtCr.omers), and thmomitical 'realities' of the
situation. MSLiresearchers,weirmowe known for a long_ time that
carpeting intim. classroom elFeeirrs all kinds of advantages,
some of whiCtrare better learommg environments, and lower
capital and amicitenance costs,. The practitioners, however,
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have known the political ramir4lcations erf installing that
'luxurious careat'..

Randomazingj out all of moose 'confounding' variables
makes experimental dense - but =t makes absolutely no sense
when L,:v::Isie variables are part rand parcel of the 'true'
envinnMeent. I maintein that this disttaction is probably
more::%aar when the issues are-re-evaluated in terms of
academes versus policy research. We all know what acceptable
academic-research entails: advamcing the frontiers of
knoWaledge% makino .- enjustifed-tlaims; Fmavinq narrow goals
anOmethdds; and replicability. What at paLi cy research?
Heremse find our lye the it of uncertaanty, under the
gun ttrierskaasse sort of died-;i-caz, and screiy lacking
supparlee drama. Mb wonder- -sin practitioner looks down on the
academL,i -7eAmmiecner.

U3STPIAL_ POSITIVISM

By fair the ecst preveleat positiom.. logical
positivisim known as lagmrcad empiric som, or scientific
empiricist-an Puma' relatamelY -Igerft tradier: -rr educational
research- ahertan it bats been- IMINEAMV-. :=IttrVIMWdrIS2the'_ many
to view-the..mortd. According iminorntosell :72978), the view
similar tcCsei,utirylide.St's: maummain an emiective view of -J7me
world; prepmate eneertments; saamect rte.. 7to public
scrutiny; use -areftllir defined terms: anc imOtcally argue
from 'cause' t0 -e4LRect'.

Kerli.mger (1573) descrmt4S four wales of knowing of
which the meted vcience (10.64,cal positivism is argued as
being the better wan. Simpes ^,21,:574) argues that "...we need
deep 7running-=eories 0* the k=od that have driven alchemists
out of chemtea!no, and astrologer out of astronomy." (p.6).

The qmantitakivo models: being advocates here are
generally agr-aed to have been 'Iltranslated" from the natural
sciences- Ac.m:504img to hist (276):

In snort. ef+orts are predicated upon a belief in
the correctness of the scientific method as it is
practiree toe the natural sciences. (p-9) .

Much of the educational research published in our
learned journal2s. us.thout too much argument, be classified
as basic. Here, Lamusengtel's (1967) definition of basic
research:

...the activit4rwhese immediate aim is the quantitative
formulation 04 verifiable general laws, and whose
ultimate ale lss establishment of a system of concepts
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and relations...in which all specific propositions are
deducible from a few general principles. (p. 81.)

Further, Ebel argues that basic research findings offer little
to the future improvement of educational practice. Three
reasons are given:

-Its record of past performance is very poor
-The justifiable explanations of that poor performance
call attention to serious basic difficulties that are
unlikely to be overcome in the foreseeable future
-The process of education is not a natural phenomenon
of the kind that has sometimes rewarded scientific
study in astronomy, physics, chemistry, geology, and
biology. (pp.81-2).

QUALITATIVE APPROACHES

Before trying to resolve what appears to be a basic
problem with the current 'correct' view of research, I need to
address a different perspective on educational research. This
perspective is that of the humanist (and other non
quantitative or qualitative approaches). In speaking to a
group of social scientists (sociologists), Schlesinger (1962)
stated:

...as an'aid to the understanding of society and men,
quantitative social research is admirable and indis-
pensible. As a guide to the significance of prob-
lems, it is misleading when it exudes the assump-
tion that only problems susceptible to quantitative
solutions are important. (pp.770-1)

Another movement in de-quantifying educational
research has that of the phenomenologists. Basic to this
orientation it; ...is= rejection (or at least a tempering) of an
external human re;...ity. Reality, according to Turner (1978),
and based on tt. earlier works of Husserl and Schutz, is
subjective.

Only by observing people in interaction, rather than
in radical abstraction, can the processes whereby
actors. come to share the same world be discovered.
(p. 399).

This is quite similar to Rist's (1976) discussion of
the qualitative approach to research methodology wherein the
researchers:

..seek validity through personalized, intimate under-
standings of the social phenomenon stressing "close

5
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in" observations to achieve "factual, reliable. al:44
confirmable" data. "(p.17).

While ethnomethodology is viewed by many as a sT-Anam
vehicle for understanding, it does offer some promise. 7.--41:10r

now, suffice it to quote Turner (1978):

Whilie not all ethnoethodologitts would gc this - tar',
it ± a reasonable conclusion that "order"' is rut
maintained by some society "out there", but by
peoples' capacity tc convince each other 7.hat
society is out there:. (p.421)

A BRIEF SUMMARY AND A PHILOSOPHICAL CONCLUSION

So far; I have presented (in somewhat overstatec
terms) two primary philosophical viewpoints regarding-inesaaarr
methodology. One, the quantitative, has been depicted
being derived from the natural_sciences. Its advocates Ciatiar
that it's the only way to develop cummulative knowledge Thms
other, the qualitative, rejects the 'scientific' view at:
being enough, and needing understindings based on the
subjective.

Obviously, there are deep and serious different-as
between these two positions. Not only are they differst,,:
respect to underlying assumptions, they derrive from tout
different views of truth, knowledge, and reality.
Unfortunately, conversations between advocates of these
positions rarely accomplish anything except getting ea:
upset. In many respects, dialogue between the two is
"talking through each other" (Kuhn, 1974, p. 109.).

car-

While buying into one position or the other may
very logical outcome of paradigm selection (conscious-or
unconscious), such an action has the undesirable (from
viewpoint) outcome of excluding consideration of other
positions. Loyalty also indicates a belief in only
position as the source of all truth. Whatever camp ap=p to
you, it is severely limited if it considers itself color =-=-Le.

THE PURPOSES OF RESEARCH

Earlier in this paper, I hinted at twa primary
functions or purposes of research. Popp (1975) identl-Ties two
types of educational inquiry: epistemic, and prescriptive.
The first, epistemic, is concerned with our understanding 74
phenomena, and deals with questions of what is.. Second,
prescriptive inquiry involves questions of action. Both
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in,.=Ive a laaTsm===. Epistemi= inquiry is that which seems to
be -!..elwardect. --cognized, and encouraged among the academics.
Prescriptinmuiry is that wnich serves the practitioners:
Popp -Qurtne- :aarzfies the distinction:

A -J"' _lad principal whose conclusion =ontinuadly
ed new and wider practical -druseilemswould be

=no-rammed as incompetent while his
c:7.7:70,-part would be heralded. Soccmss.k4

inquiry produces .--7=lewer- ormiams
making furtner =ractical =nquar-.4 *.adsa and

t.rm., Necessary: Practical inquiry az.ma a': closing01~ aracti cal inquir-,1 in any parTiculz., -context,
osti;erIncepistemic inquiry seeks wider hoar =nos in

-1= operate. (p.:3D).

Ac.7217es of both types of inquiry +aaattr.. :heather for
tc .:-omplish what they are not thastalAm to do. While

many c; us :Ier.e- have (and probably will cant-image to; pursued
c -search, it is my opinion that the real impact will

Toe trip ems. of prescriptive (practical) meeearch. It is
wit:, -!7his =--con that I now move into the net= section.

mEmnmr.a,r--- FOR RESEARCH ON RURAL EDUCATrot4

Whiff_ I have indicated my personal dissatisfaction
with 4si_ects of the logical positivism position. I want to
emphPaize -tiere that it is not my intention-to pursuade its
tot-Tee atanconment. For one thing, that would be slightly
prese4motiocex of me to think I could have much an impact.
Seco^ar, it ms my firm belief that progress will come about
when multiple approaches are used.

Some additional approaches which hmoLd promise for
-esearch on rural education include:

-ethnomethodology (as previously -cscussed.)
-anthropological field method
-case studies
-policy research

I've become somewhat intrigued with last_category,
.eorat the risk of ignoring the others, I woMad like to
=concentrate on policy research._ First of all. what is policy
reekearch? It is a form -of inquiry for purposes of
intentionally choosing from among conflictiR means to public
goons- That's a mouthful! Non-choices don't count nor do
chm=ces involving non-public concerns. Academic research
isn't much help when it comes to policy choices. The policy
maker must make choices under considerable uncertainty, time

7



constraints, and actiitical realiti7ee.

Green (19760 maintains that the methods of ..pmd.l.cy
research '...are most invariably-one is tempted -tpcy
'necessarily'-crudft- (p.16.). He also states:

Furthermore. whereas the academic researcher =an
A4ford theFtdme necessary to refine his invmmclgation
the polic-N-mmker can almost never dc that r is
better for tOe policy-maker to have some in-or:ma-
tion, howemer, crude, at the time he needs than
-to have emitel.:4Wnt information too late. (13-.)

_What kind of formation? Well, as much as its
momi.Lable, technicmC eta - census, historical accoomts,- even
as..4mmoic research ren4Lts. In addition, since the act of
t: 7-choice is-gemerrealy performed in a political
=-vi -anment, informaiimn regarding the political setting
_Izli-ate?)may be critical. By definition,-policy choice

es alternativmm. Each of these alternatives requires a
131r.e.ast of probablesomtcome. Typically, these forecasts are
as tEe Pm the basis of the best information available. Some
lit-mer, this can incl.tde outcomes of sophisticated simulations
(mil-Ltary war games -or example). Other times, "crude" data
-alad ouesses have c ,uffice.

In this view. of policy research, choices (or decisions
ymm prefer) are rnot always made on a rational basis. The

-ole of the researcher, however, can be instrumental in
zurnishing technical information, even if the choice is (in
Sreen's words) ".....1etermined by the moral, emotional, and
prudential character of men set loose to advocate their views
in a political setting." (p. 17.).

CONCLUSION

It seems to me that research on rural education (as
well as 'other ' education) is bound to have a greater impact
if that research is policy research. Dealing directly with
the issues confronting our decision (or choice) makers, and
supplying timely, appropriate information, geared to the
various alternatives, appears to be a better approach. _Keep
in mind that policy research doesn't preclude the positivist's
technology, but, hopefully, I've_convinced you that we need to
develop a tolerance for other orientations as well.
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